Teaching for Equity Fellows

Do you teach at Duke University?

Do you want to learn about the ways identity and race impact your students, curricula, and classroom culture?

Join a small group of colleagues for a series of workshops and practicum that will enhance your understanding about identity, race, and racism and provide you the tools to address these issues in your classroom and curricula with confidence and knowledge. This is a one-year fellowship is open to anyone who teaches at Duke University. The program was developed by the Duke Human Rights Center in the Franklin Humanities Institute and is sponsored by the Office of the Provost and Trinity College of Arts & Sciences.

The program begins before classes resume. Apply before August 15.

Read more ➔

Future National Historic Landmark

"For the next few weeks, I'll be using the Pauli Murray Project's Durham Civil and Human Rights map...to track down historical sites by both driving and walking. I'll be..."
Pauli Murray's family home was nominated to become a National Historic Landmark! This designation would make the Pauli Murray home the 39th National Historic Landmark in North Carolina and the first focused on an African American woman. We've raised over $13,000 so far, but need your help to reach our goal of $15,000 by the end of July.

You can also sign the petition to support making Pauli's home a national landmark. Learn more and donate to the restoration project by clicking below.

Read more ➔

40+ Interviews with Sex Workers
By Jessica Van Meir '17

"In Buenos Aires, I successfully managed to interview 42 sex workers on their personal experiences in prostitution. Most of my interviewees were cisgender women, but 4 were cisgender men and 3 were transgender women. The majority I found in the microcentro, the area where I was living, either by the original restaurant that my AirBnB host showed me, in another restaurant that allows them to sit inside, or on the street..."

Read more ➔
The Duke Human Rights Center @ the Franklin Humanities Institute brings together an interdisciplinary group of scholars, staff, and students to promote new understandings about global human rights issues.